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Introduction

In June 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, often referred to by its Arabic acronym *daesh*, declared that it had established an Islamic Caliphate in the territory under its control.¹ This territory included areas surrounding Fallujah, Tikrit and Mosul, Iraq’s second most-populated city after Baghdad. It also incorporated territory within Syria, especially near the city of Raqqah, which had become Daesh’s headquarters. Soon thereafter, other violent extremists issued statements of support for Daesh and, in some instances, declared local *wilayat* (provinces) of the Islamic State. By September 2015, Daesh had recognized provinces in parts of Libya, Egypt, Algeria, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, Russia, and Afghanistan.² Suddenly, policymakers in the United States and elsewhere faced the dilemma of how to address the threat of Daesh’s expansion.

Social media is a key factor in Daesh’s global distribution of affiliates. Sophisticated social media propaganda generation and distribution have made the Internet an effective tool for generating recruits and coordinating efforts. Between 27,000 and 31,000 people traveled to Iraq and Syria to fight for IS and its affiliates. Social media was a decisive factor catalyzing the flow of recruits in communities across the world and continues to be the primary recruitment tool in the Americas.³

This article addresses the national security dilemma posed by Daesh’s social media-fueled expansion using Twitter data to measure the spread of Daesh’s propaganda over time for local populations within Egypt, a country where secular, moderate Islamic and extremist ideologies are actively competing for the hearts and minds of its population. We call this resonance analysis in the

technical sense of a re-sounding, and it serves as a measure of effectiveness by quantifying the geographic degree and intensity of propaganda spread and uptake by the populace. Resonance analysis works by identifying the distinct language in a group’s propaganda, and quantifying the uptake of that language in general population social media use. It answers the question, are the people talking more or less like an extremist group?

Resonance analysis is an innovative application of existing corpus linguistics methods to a national security problem, to create an inexpensive, scalable population analysis tool. The analysis suggests three outcomes. First, Daesh’s propaganda is measurable and distinct from other Salafi groups, such as the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. Second, while Daesh’s propaganda generally does not resonate with Egyptians, its uptake increased in Upper Egypt and the Sinai regions during 2014. Finally, linguistic fingerprints can be used to measure the spread of violent extremists’ propaganda to local populations over time, using off-the-shelf technology and cheap/accessible social media data.

Egyptians as a Sample Population to Test the Method

To conduct this analysis, we collected 6,210,354 tweets from four sub-regions within Egypt between January and December 2014. The four sub-regions were the Sinai Peninsula, Alexandria and the coastal provinces, the greater Cairo and Nile Delta region, and Upper Egypt. We chose Egypt in 2014 for three reasons. First, Daesh made significant gains in this country during this period; hence, it is an opportunity to observe the social media environment surrounding Daesh success. First, the Egyptian terror group Ansar Beit al-Maqdis pledged allegiance to Daesh in November 2014 and was accepted into the Caliphate by Daesh leaders. Within a year, fighters from Ansar Beit al-Maqdis, now known as the Islamic State in Sinai, placed an improvised explosive device on a Russian aircraft departing the Sinai. Second, the Egyptian population is one of the most connected to social media in the region, and thereby, one of the most vulnerable to an extremist group.

---


infamous for its social media prowess.\textsuperscript{6} Third, Egyptian political space is highly contested terrain, with secular, moderate Islamic and extremist ideologies all competing for the hearts and minds of the population.

This article proceeds in five sections. The first section summarizes the use of social media, particularly the Twitter data, to study hard to reach populations and, more specifically, violent extremists. The second section provides a brief discussion of Daesh and its use of social media in support of its campaign in Iraq, Syria, and beyond. We discuss the data and methods we used to measure Daesh’s appeal to Egyptians in the third section. In the fourth section, we present the results from our analysis. The fifth section concludes with a discussion of the implications for United States policy and future research on the resonance of violent extremists’ messaging.

Using Social Media to Analyze Hard-to-Reach Populations

Social media, and specifically Twitter data, has been gaining acceptance within the academic community as a new avenue for examining local populations, especially hard-to-reach populations. Computers and mobile devices enable people anywhere in the world to interact with each other. In a previous era, states funded and operated global broadcast networks such as the Voice of America to engage in messaging; today, extremist non-state actors such as Daesh operate sophisticated propaganda, recruiting, and funding operations on social media for marginal costs.

There is thus an important need for effective social media analytic methods that address national security problems. In addition, while social media users are not a representative sample of the population at large, using Twitter data has proved to be useful for analysis in four areas: User networks, user sentiments, user demographics, and the flow of information. This section provides a brief overview of how researchers can use Twitter data to address these four analytical areas and its application to studies on terrorism and political violence.

In terms of social networks, users engage with each other through mentions and re-tweets, forming virtual global networks. Past research found that, much like off-line social connections, Twitter users tend to mention and

follow others who hold similar views. Thus, Twitter data can be used to build and analyze networks of persons with similar views, such as those who might support certain political candidates. Along these lines, in recent years, researchers have begun to use social media data to describe the structure of a violent extremist group and its online presence. In 2015, Jytte Klausen applied a snowball sampling method to study networks of jihadists in Syria and Iraq on Twitter.

Twitter data also have proven to be useful in analyses of users’ sentiment towards a pre-designated subject. One of the earliest applications of this method involved market studies of how positive (or negative) Twitter users felt about specific brands and products. Other research on users’ sentiment has attempted to gauge how well a population’s mood corresponds to daily variation in stock market indices or even regional variation in support for certain political issues. This type of research has proven to be particularly

valuable as it can track user sentiment over time and within pre-defined geographic spaces, while other researchers use social media to improve understanding of user sentiments towards certain violent extremists.\textsuperscript{13}

Finally, using the text of Tweets, researchers also have derived insight from both the demographics of Twitter users. Researchers have explored how gender, ethnicity, political orientation, and age may correspond to specific features of Tweets, such as topic, number of tweets, vocabulary choices, and syntax.\textsuperscript{14} Findings from this research parallel the conclusions from similar “off-line research,” which has found that correspondence exists between language use and personal characteristics.\textsuperscript{15} Extending this research into the security realm, some researchers have attempted to identify emerging terrorist actors, based on social media data and machine learning techniques.\textsuperscript{16}

In terms of the flow of information, researchers have tracked the flow of specific ideas through Twitter data, and identified quantitative features of Twitter networks that may make some ideas more likely to spread than others.\textsuperscript{17} Researchers also have charted the relative influence of different information sources on public knowledge.\textsuperscript{18}


\textsuperscript{17} Pei et al., “Searching for Superspreaders.”

In summary, social media analysis holds potential for the study of terrorism and political violence. Still social media analyses in this area remain rare. Most of the existing research focuses on user networks and sentiment analysis. For this study, we attempt to go one-step further and measure the extent to which Daesh’s worldview, not specific ideas, resonates among local populations outside Iraq and Syria. In doing so, the intent is twofold: first, assist US policymakers as they attempt to halt Daesh’s recruitment and expansion; and, second, demonstrate new uses for social media data in studies of political violence.

Daesh’s Use of Social Media

Daesh relies on a multi-layered set of media centers to produce the content of its official propaganda. For example, al-Furqan Media, al-Hayat Media, Ajnad Media, and al-Itisam Media all produce what could be considered as top-level messaging. This includes sermons issued by Daesh leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, audio addresses from spokesperson Abu Muhammad al-Adnani, and issues of the English-language magazine Dabiq. In addition to these top-level messages, Daesh has provincial media offices that produce local situation reports, such as the “Victory From God and An Imminent Conquest” video series from al-Khayr Province Media Office, or “To the Defiant Tribes of the Sinai,” a statement from the Sinai Province Media Office. Aaron Zelin’s analysis of the 123 media releases from Daesh in a single week in April 2015 found that top-level outlets represented twenty-two percent of the media releases, while the other seventy-eight percent came from province-level media centers.

Daesh targets its messages to a variety of audiences: active opponents, international publics, active members, potential recruits, disseminators, proselytizers, and enliseters. While Arabic language dominates, news outlets often translate or publish media releases in other languages. Daesh’s propaganda content is also sophisticated, varying along with its target

19 Zelin, “New Video Message.”
21 Zelin, “New Video Message.”
22 Winter, “The Virtual Caliphate.”
23 Berger and Morgan, “The ISIS Twitter Census.”
audiences, covering a wide variety of themes, e.g. from brutality to mercy, or governance to his (enforcement of adherence to Islamic principles).

In summary, Daesh and supporters run a sophisticated social media campaign, but questions remain on the impact of this campaign. Preliminary research on this topic, albeit limited, suggests that Daesh’s swarmcast dissemination approach, and its content, are partly responsible for attracting foreign fighters to Syria and Iraq, now numbering 30,000. Daesh’s social media also appears to have some impact on the decisions by other jihadists to declare themselves as provinces of the Islamic State. Equally important, some evidence suggests that Daesh’s approach has contributed to attacks by lone wolves in the United State and elsewhere, including the attack by Tashfeen Malik and Syed Rizwan Farook in San Bernardino, California in late 2015.

However, researchers know little about where and to what degree Daesh’s messages resonate.

Theory & Rationale

We took a grounded approach to linguistic and rhetorical theory that treats language and worldview as inextricably linked: real world language use informs our social and political world, and our social and political realities influence our language. In addition to communicating information, words also reflect/shape how we understand the world. Speakers have choices in the words they use and choose language to represent not only the world, as they understand it, but also in how they wish to construct it.

24 Winter, “The Virtual Caliphate...” 2015.
25 Zelin, “Picture or it Didn’t Happen.”
This link between linguistic behavior and worldview has important implications for our study. Controlling the terms of discussion—shaping *discourse*—is critical in persuasion and influence.\(^{30}\) This has particular stakes in conflict, where constructing the discourse around the conflict confers political advantage. For example, if one side in a conflict can successfully frame the other as terrorists committing atrocities and massacres, the accuser now has a powerful social and political advantage for action.\(^{31}\) Shaping discourse has multiple dimensions, and in addition to specific word choice such as terrorist versus freedom fighter, volume and repetition can powerfully structure discourse.\(^{32}\)

Because of this link between language and worldview, and its role in public conflict, we can treat Daesh as an abstraction of advocacy: a *public*. Publics are "*that portion of the populace engaged in evolving shared opinion on a particular issue, with the intent of influencing its resolution. They are not fixed and they are not idealized constructs, they are emergences* (italics and formatting original)."\(^{33}\) Publics are fluid and emerge from social practice, and so change over time dynamically. In this sense, publics, which are detectable by their linguistic structure, are like language itself: temporal, emergent, and contested.\(^{34}\) Publics are important from an intelligence and information operations perspective because they offer a useful unit of analysis, and thus a way to make a weak signal detectable, in the form of the distinctive language that is characteristic of publics and help them achieve advocacy goals.\(^{35}\)

Using methods borrowed from corpus linguistics, we can treat Daesh' public talk as a linguistic corpus, and identify what is characteristic about it. With a

---


large enough sample of word, it is possible to use statistical tests to identify the set of distinct words that distinguish one public from another. We can think of this as a linguistic model for such groups: which words are statistically more likely to be used, and how much more likely—even when those word choices seem innocuous. We can then search for this linguistic model in social media traffic from the general population, to quantify and locate where the public's talk is resonant. This concept is distinct from an attempt to track or evaluate a meme or particular message; it is arguably a deeper, more holistic approach to evaluating to what extent a population has adopted a particular group's discourse, and thus representation of the world. In summary, we are measuring a national populace's uptake and reuse of propaganda over time, at a regional level of granularity.

Data

The results in this article draw on two categories of data sources: reference corpora and general population social media datasets. The first data category includes sets of public text from which to extract a linguistic model. For this study, we created five different corpora: A primary one of Daesh propaganda, a comparison of Muslim Brotherhood language, and three event-based corpora to test our model.

The first of these corpora consists of selected examples of language used by Daesh in their official propaganda. The collection includes twenty-four documents released between January 2014 and March 2015, totaling 21,787 words. These publications incorporate transcript samples from Daesh leaders, announcements of martyrdoms, daily news round-ups, and other official statements released through Daesh media outlets. The majority of the texts originated from JustPasteIt, a site popular among Daesh members and supporters.

---

Our second corpus consisted of language from the Muslim Brotherhood and enabled us to compare our findings against another extremist group’s language.38 This corpus contains 31,576 words, and is composed of statements from the official Muslim Brotherhood website (2012-2014), videos on the Muslim Brotherhood YouTube channel (2012-2014), and status updates on the official Muslim Brotherhood Facebook page (2014).

Finally, we created three event-based reference corpora to test the ability of our method to detect the spread of talk on real world events we knew had happened. These include text relating to a car bombing in the Sinai on 24 October 2014, the bombing of a bus full of Korean tourists on 16 February 2014, and a severe influenza outbreak in Egypt in the same year.

Our second major category of data, a target corpus of general population social media, consisted of a sample of data from the social media platform Twitter for several sub-regions in Egypt. Purchased from DataSift consisted of a thirty percent sample39 of all tweets sent by Egyptian users in 2014. This dataset consisted of 6,210,354 tweets distributed among four regions: the Sinai Peninsula, Cairo/Nile Delta, Alexandria/Coast, and Upper Egypt. The range among regions was large (3 million Tweets in Cairo to 130,000 in the Sinai), but all regions contained enough data for valid corpus linguistics analysis.

Gathering tweets from the users of a specific country is a non-trivial task, and various researchers and organizations have used many methods. The standard way to filter tweets by location is by geo-tag, which matches Tweets containing geographic coordinates with a specific geographic area. While this method is highly accurate, few Twitter users report geo-coordinates when they tweet40 and relying solely on geo-tagged Tweets can expose the researcher to considerable selection bias. Therefore, we expanded our data collection to include Tweets by non-geo-tagged users and instead leveraged other geographically specific meta-data to identify each user’s location. This method is commonly referred to as geo-inferencing.

38 As part of our preliminary research, we also compared the Daesh reference corpus to others developed for al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, al-Qaeda senior leaders, and al-Nusrah Front. We were able to successfully distinguish Daesh talk from al-Qaeda. However, for this article, we focused on the Muslim Brotherhood as the main competitor and counterpoint for Daesh rhetoric in Egypt.
39 We gathered tweets from four random weeks per quarter in 2014 for a total of 16 weeks of data.
40 Estimates range from 0.5 percent to 2 percent of users.
To hone our geo-inferencing technique, we performed several dozen tests on different factors to evaluate the discriminatory power of each in filtering users by national-level location. Ultimately, we elected to use both city and province names in the user location field as our geoinferencing filter, resulting in an estimated confidence of at least eighty percent.

Methods: Corpus Linguistics and Statistical Analysis

Similar to the data sources, analysis methods for this article fall into two categories: Extracting a linguistic model for Daesh measuring resonance of Daesh’s language among Egyptians, and aggregating Twitter data. More specifically,

1. We built a linguistic model for Daesh’s talk by extracting statistically over-present words and word pairs. This lexical approach pulls out distinctive features from the building blocks of speech, as opposed to a thematic approach at the level of whole messages.

2. We then quantified the match between the Daesh model and Twitter accounts across Egypt questioning if a given Twitter account had a greater than random chance match with Daesh’s distinctive language, and how many times the language was a greater than random chance match? These matches were aggregated by region, over the course of a year, to measure the resonance of Daesh’s propaganda across Egypt as visible on social media.

Our linguistic model for Daesh uses software-based corpus analysis methods to find patterns in datasets too large for human analysis. Our initial model


42 Confidence bounds for geo-inferencing techniques are generally a lower bound of accuracy for that filter, as bounds rely on geo-tagged users as a ground truth dataset with which to compare. Given the bias inherent in geo-tagged data, the effect is similar to that of measurement error in our comparison dataset and biases our confidence bound toward zero.

43 The specific software used for this study was RAND-Lex, a RAND developed suite of text analysis tools with modules implementing lexicogrammatical and topic-modeling methods.
was developed through keyness testing, using a log-likelihood approach. Keyness testing identifies conspicuously over present words by comparing how often words appear in a target collection of text, relative to how often we would expect them to appear in a representative sample of language. In this case, we compared the aforementioned reference corpus for Daesh to a standard representative collection of Modern Standard Arabic. Keywords identify distinctive features of a text collection and, because they are weighted, the resulting linguistic model is somewhat analogous to a fingerprint analysis. Our initial keyness tests yielded ninety-seven distinct words in Daesh propaganda. To add greater resolution to our model, we also calculated collocates for Daesh.

Unlike keywords, collocates are statistically conspicuous because of their (co)location near each other. While there is always a random possibility of words being near each other in a text, some words appear near each other/in sequence because they have a semantic association: for example, turns of phrase ("You know," "I guess," etc.), or prosodic associations, such as "habitual" with negative words ("offender," "liar," etc.). However, collocates often refer to abstractions, e.g. proper names ("President Obama,") places ("New York City"), or concepts ("mass shootings"). This more refined approach yielded fifty-one two-word collocates and nine three-word collocates for Daesh. By adding these to the results of our keyness testing, we were able to detect much smaller variations of resonance among the sub-regions of Egypt.

Equation 1, summarizes how we measured word “keyness.” We used words and collocates that surpassed a keyness threshold of 10.83 log-likelihood ratio and a minimum frequency of twenty, which corresponds to 99.9 percent

46 In our first efforts, we found that using keywords alone meant only detecting strong resonance; adding collocates increased the granularity of our analysis.
Keywords provide surprisingly powerful insights because of how much word choice reveals cases, a phrase of common words takes on significance as a separate concept. For example, the pandemic of 2009, an automatic...

Consequently, we also examined are statistically conspicuous because of their (co)location near each other.

Equation 1: Measuring Word “keyness” Through Log Likelihood-Based Frequency Analysis

\[ ! = 2 \cdot \left( \frac{!_1 \cdot !"^1}{!_1 \cdot (!_1 + !^1) \cdot (!_1 + !^1) \cdot !^1} \right) \]

Where as:

- \( f_p \) Denotes how often the word appeared in specific reference corpus
- \( f_r \) Denotes how often the word appears in the general corpus
- \( N_p \) Counts the total number of words examined in specific reference corpus
- \( N_r \) Counts the total number of words examined in the general corpus
- \( N_t \) Counts the total number of words examined in both reference and general corpora

Using this formula, we performed keyness testing on each of the reference corpora mentioned previously. Table 1, below, is an illustrative sample of keywords from the Daesh and Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood collections, meant to highlight how this method identified distinct language for both groups.

---


Table 1. Sample Keywords (KW) and Log-likelihood score (LL) from Daesh and Muslim Brotherhood Reference Corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Islamic States</th>
<th>Muslim Brotherhood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KW</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الصفوي</td>
<td>2163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الدولة الإسلاميّة</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الخلافة</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الفلوجة</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>البيشمركة</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الرافضي</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الدولة</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الاسلامية</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>القاعدة</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>العراق</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الشام</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We wish to point out here that machine-based corpus analysis and human expert analysis will identify different features distinctive about a group’s language. Whereas human analysis is very well suited to identifying macro-level themes and concepts in Daesh’s public talk, machine-based approaches are well suited to detecting the weak signal of micro-level word frequencies. Think of a human expert that can visually identify architectural styles at the level of buildings, and a machine that can detect architectural styles at the level of bricks and mortar—both are looking at the same thing, but using different levels of features.50

Given this linguistic model based on distinctive words, we were then able to quantify accurately the degree of match between Daesh and every Egyptian Twitter user. To do this, we first summed the likelihood scores of all keywords and collocates that appear in each user’s Tweets. Second, we calculated the sum given the total number of words that appeared in the user’s Tweets, and the frequency/average score of keywords and collocate among all Tweets. Equation 2, illustrates this approach.

---

Equation 2: Egyptian Twitter User’s Resonance Score

\[
\frac{\sum_i (f_{ik} L)}{N_i \cdot \{\sum (f_k L)N^{-1}\}}
\]

Whereas:
N\(_i\) Counts the number of words appearing in User i’s tweets
N\(\) Counts the number of words appearing in the tweets of all sampled users
f\(_{ik}\) Denotes the frequency with which a set of keywords and collocates appears in user i’s tweets
f\(_k\) Denotes the frequency with which a set of keywords and collocates appears in the tweets of all users
L\(\) Scores each keyword according to how much more likely it is to appear in accounts promoting a certain worldview, compared to a reference corpus.

Results

Table 2 reports the findings from our analysis. It illustrates the extent to which Daesh’s worldview resonated with residents of the four sub-regions of Egypt – the Sinai Peninsula, Cairo/Nile Delta, Alexandria/Coast and Upper Egypt—in 2014, as indicated through their Twitter use.
Table 2. Resonance of Daesh’s Worldview in Egypt during 2014

For each region, four stacked bar graphs go from left to right, corresponding to the four quarters of the 2014 calendar year. Each bar graph measures the proportion of Twitter users, in the defined region and time-period, whose tweets echo the worldview articulated by Daesh. The bar graphs are color coded in a “stoplight style;” red indicates that an account used 500 percent more Daesh language than we would expect by random chance alone, orange indicates 300 percent, yellow indicates 150 percent, and green users with no more Daesh language than we would expect by random chance alone. The gray shaded segments between each bar graph highlight changes from one quarter to the next within each region and segment of resonance.

We chose to divide the results at 500 percent, 300 percent, and 150 percent based on their correspondence to P values across our test cases. The precise correspondence varies with the number of keywords, the average keyness score of keywords, and the total number each user’s words available for examination. However, 300 percent was consistently sufficient to identify

51 Given that each region as at least 40 percent of population scoring at “No Resonance,” the axis is truncated there to make the table more viewable.
resonant users with just 1,000 words of user text at P values < 0.05, and 500 percent was consistently sufficient to achieve P values <0.05 with just 500 words of user text. One hundred fifty percent is generally statistically significant with a 5,000 sample of user words, but we report here to measure the number of users who might potentially be vulnerable to future radicalization. That said, we caveat that these cutoffs are statistically sensible, but not substantively meaningful—we do not know what level of resonance corresponds to a high likelihood of providing aid to or signing up to fight with Daesh. Future research is necessary to establish better the link between social medial outputs, and motivation to take real world action.

The data in Table 2 suggests that only one to two percent of Twitter users pass the threshold for high resonance with Daesh. Even lumping high and medium resonance, the total never exceeds – and tends to fall well short of – five percent of Twitter users within each region. Daesh’s way of talking and conceptualizing the world is highly salient to just a small sliver of the population in Egypt. However, resonance among this minority is intensely strong. On average, Twitter users who fell above the 300 percent threshold were 920 percent more likely to use words matching the Daesh linguistic fingerprint, compared to the word use we would expect by random chance along. Daesh’s fervent supporters may be relatively few in number, but they are firmly ensconced in the worldview. Moreover, their numbers grew throughout 2014. In the first quarter, two to four percent of Twitter users in each region meet the 300 percent threshold. By the last quarter, five to seven percent of users in each region passed threshold. The strongest gains occurred in the Sinai and Upper Egypt.
Table 3. Resonance of the Muslim Brotherhood’s Worldview in Egypt during 2014

We also examined our data from the linguistic “fingerprint” of the Muslim Brotherhood -- an organization with similar Salafist ideological roots, but without Daesh’s violent extremism. In keeping with their similar ideological roots, there is strong overlap between those passing the 150 percent threshold for one group—showing some potential to become more firmly committed to the ideology in the future—and those passing it for the other. In fact, users who score as weakly resonant with one group are sixty percent more likely to score as weakly resonant with the other, compared to what we would expect by random chance alone.

Daesh and the Muslim Brotherhood’s populations deviate, however, in the higher thresholds of resonance. The Muslim Brotherhood had a larger, more stable cadre of high to medium resonant users for most of the year—consistently hovering around six percent in most areas throughout the year—and users almost never stop being Muslim Brotherhood resonant to start
being Islamic State resonant. In fact, there are only thirteen cases of resonance switching out of a sample containing over 30,000 user accounts.⁵²

In most areas, the Muslim Brotherhood platform appears to have kept pace with Daesh, but not in the Sinai. In that region alone, the number of twitter accounts passing the 300 percent threshold for the Muslim Brotherhood dropped by half, while those passing threshold for the Islamic State rose by a commiserate amount.

Validating the Method

Since our methodology approach involves novel features, we carried out a series of additional tests to assess the validity of our procedure. This section presents the results of those tests. Each test involved an “event” that we assumed would have high salience for a large segment of the Egyptian populations, and therefore, would produce a noticeable spike in social media activity. Each event is either salient during a specific timeframe or in a specific region. This allowed us to compare our social media measurements against known conditions on the ground.⁵³ Table 4, lists the events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Timing by Regionality Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not Year Round</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affected One Region</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombing of Bus Carrying Korean Tourists in the Sinai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With respect to regions, two of our four test-events took place in the Sinai. We chose these events because the Sinai represented the lowest population of Twitter users across the four sub-regions, and thereby tends not to trend on Twitter unless something newsworthy has taken place. In both of the event-tests, the Sinai region registered the largest number of Twitter users “resonating” with the news event. This suggests that our methodology is able to accuracy detect geographic differences in resonance.

⁵² Nine cases of Muslim Brotherhood resonators became Islamic State resonant, and four cases of Islamic State resonators became Muslim Brotherhood resonant.

⁵³ Methodological differences exist between detecting talk about an event and adopting language from a group.
We also tested based on timing. Two of our four tests involved predictable variation in timing over the course of 2014. The bombing of a bus carrying Korean tourists happened on an exact day, while influenza activity (unusually high in 2014) typically experiences a pronounced lull during the summer. Both tests cautioned that the relationship between twitter activity and event timing is more complex than its relationship with geographic proximity. In the case of the bus bombing, the Cairo and Alexandria regions show the expected pattern—resonance was highest in the first quarter, and declined thereafter. However, in Sinai, where the bombing took place, resonance continued to grow in the second quarter. In the case of influenza, resonance declined in all four regions during the summer, as expected, but the decline in percentage of resonant users was smaller than we initially expected. Thus, while both tests suggest that Twitter resonance does reflect the timing of events, they also suggest a certain degree of inertia—the social media conversation can fuel itself, even as the inciting event becomes more distant.

Conclusion

This article used an innovative combination of corpus linguistics and statistical methods to gain insight into one of the most salient threats to US national security today: Daesh and its appeal to local populations outside Iraq and Syria. To do this, we measured the uptake of Daesh propaganda in four sub-regions of Egypt for 2014. The findings suggest that only a limited proportion of Twitter users echo the discourse of Daesh’s worldview, but where there is support is intense. Further, Daesh’s discourse gained ground during the course of 2014 in the Sinai and (to a lesser extent) Upper Egypt, especially in comparison to the Muslim Brotherhood.

In terms of the methodology, our findings suggest that resonance analysis can serve as a measure of effectiveness of messaging efforts, by detecting and quantifying the uptake of a particular discourse (and implicit framing of the world) among a populace over time. If applied correctly, United States policymakers and their partners overseas can use these methods to triage counter-messaging efforts against extremist group’s recruitment and expansion. We point out this approach also can be used to assess the effectiveness of countering violent extremism (CVE) programs: we can turn this lens on our own efforts.

While we acknowledge serious limitations with this method (social media data is not representative, and measuring uptake tells us nothing about the why’s of any change), in comparison to many other approaches to population
observation, this methodology is highly cost effective to apply at mass scale. It uses off-the-shelf technology, lightweight computational strategies to enable analysis of large data with relatively few computational resources, and relies on social media data, which is affordable, available in real time, and of proven relevance in CVE efforts.

Beyond these applications, we believe resonance analysis helps evaluate the potential second- and third-order effects of counter-terrorism efforts on local populations. For example, one can assess whether resonance with Daesh increases because of airstrikes against senior leaders or operatives, use it as an indicator of recruitment effects, or as an indicator of shifts in support in response to specified counterterrorism measures. Finally, resonance is a methodology that allows policymakers to capture quickly and less expensively socio-cultural dynamics essential in mitigating the threats posed by violent extremists.